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The Honorable
Eric Holder
Attorney General of the United States of America
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20530 – 0001
USA

May 31th, 2013

Dear Mr. Attorney General,

We are writing to you with regard to the case of the Cuban Five: Fernando González
Llort, Antonio Guerrero Rodríguez, Gerardo Hernández Nordelo and Ramón
Labañino Salazar.

We appreciate the recent decision that René González Sehwerert be released on the
condition that he gives up his US-citizenship and thus be allowed to stay in Cuba.

We would like to remind you that human rights defenders and international
organizations have uttered serious doubts, if Gerardo Hernández, Ramón Labañino,
Antonio Guerrero, Fernando González and René González have been justly
imprisoned in the U.S. since 1998. The circumstances of their detention, the trial, and
their imprisonment continue to be target of world-wide critique.

Although it is impossible for amends to be made for their unjust imprisonment and the
political trial after so many years, it would be a humanitarian gesture on the part of
the United States government to end the sentences imposed on Gerardo, Ramón,
Antonio and Fernando, allowing their definitive return to their home country.
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The case of the five Cuban prisoners is known throughout the world.

On 27 May 2005, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights adopted a report
by its Working Group on Arbitrary Detention stating its opinions on the facts and
circumstances of the case and calling upon the U.S. government to remedy the
situation. The working group uttered severe doubts against the fairness and
transparency of the trial and valued the sentences as too high. In addition to this, the
UN group criticized the denial of elementary rights of the detained and categorized
the case as “arbitrary detention of category III” (Severe doubts concerning the
transparency and fairness of a trial).

The U.S. National Committee to Free the Cuban Five, the National Lawyers Guild
and the civil-rights organization Partnership for Civil Justice recently filed a legal
complaint after providing documentary proof of U.S. government payments to
journalists who systematically created a climate of hatred towards the Cuban Five
during the trial and provoked and threatened the judges and jury. These facts only
came to light in 2006, five years after the end of the trial.

In addition, it is well-known that these men have been subjected to particularly poor
treatment during their long prison sentences, such as prolonged solitary confinement,
long periods of isolation and psychological torture, unjustified separation from their
families, restrictions on communication with their legal representatives, and the fact
that mothers, wives and daughters have been deprived of contact with their loved
ones.

At this stage of the process, we request that you seek to ensure that these four men
are released and allowed to return to their families in Cuba. The U.S. President has
the power, under Article II Section 2 of the U.S. constitution, to grant pardons.

We would be most grateful if you could examine our letter and the arguments set out
in it, reflect on your position in the case of the (now four) Cuban Five, and take an
appropriate and fair decision with this in mind.
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Thank you very much in advance.

Sincerely,

Heike Hänsel (MP) Prof. Dr. Peter Danckert (MP)

Sevim Dağdelen (MP)       Niema Movassat (MP)               Annette Groth (MP) 

cc./ John Kerry, Secretary of State of the United States of America.
Bob Goodlatte, Chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Congress.


